
Quantum

It started with the first Quantum Computers. These are not the few token qbit machines of 
the late Noughties and early twenty-teens. No, what I’m discussing here are the real 
McCoy, the digital tin openers on the cans of data to be found in the cupboards of people, 
corporations and governments alike.

Cupboards full of skeletons it turned out...

Every Government and quasi-super-secret-but-denied-of-existence organisation jumped 
on the Quantum Computer bandwagon the moment the construction process for the first 
one was released onto the Internet. Of course, if I hadn’t been an idealist and working for 
a University at the time, you might never have known that every piece of information 
about you really was being read by those men who hid behind the dark sunglasses and 
vans with tinted windows. Think on that for a moment before you blame me for what 
happened next.

Ignorance is not bliss, it’s just ignorance.

I don’t think China and the US would have really gone to war, despite what the media 
said at the time. They had always know the other side was spying on them, all Quantum 
Encryption and Decryption did was give them absolute proof that the spying had 
occurred. Yes, I’ll admit it was a nervous few years, but we settled down to an uneasy 
Mexican stand off again in the end didn’t we? 

The bomb shelter people made a bomb, so to speak...

So, because of the fears of interception from traditional transmission methods, I was 
offered, as they put it, “the chance to redeem myself”. Which of course was my plan all 
along, although they didn’t know it at the time. So, that brought us to Quantum 
Transmission. Governments and agencies and big corporations started moving Quantum 
Boxes all around the world. Boxes filled with previous entangled atoms, that would 
instantly change their state when their entangled pair was also changed. It worked 
perfectly. The Status Quo of mistrust and plausible deniability re-established.

The media started using the phrase “Quantum Leap” again, and for once, they were 
actually right.

But I knew this wasn’t the end of the journey, it was just the start. Entangling atoms that 
changed state to convey data was such a trivial thing, such a waste of my research now 
thankfully funded by Governments all over the world. The human body and 
consciousness are also just data, lots of it and horribly complex, but the principles are the 
same. Quantum Encryption and Decryption worked on that very fact, for that very reason. 
Complexity was no longer a barrier.

That is why I used the Quantum Transmitter on myself.



It went horribly wrong of course.

Or so you were lead to believe.

But I am everywhere now and now I understand, that, at a Quantum level, a few atoms 
scattered throughout the universe is not so different from the Universe containing me, as 
a person.

So, I am going to show you all how to fix it.

Transmitting now... 


